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44790

2011 Chateau Pontet Canet Pauillac

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$120.00

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Proprietor Alfred Tesseron's 2011 Pontet-Canet is packaged in an engraved, heavy bottle, which only adds to the attractiveness of this
beauty. A dense purple color is accompanied by notes of forest floor, acacia flowers and creme de cassis in this full, rich, and unequivocally
classic Pauillac. With soft but noticeable tannins as well as a complete, full-bodied mouthfeel, this 2011 will benefit from 3-4 years of
cellaring, and should age effortlessly for 15-20 years. Bravo!." -Robert Parker, Jr. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

66162

2011 Domaine les Aphillanthes Cotes du Rhone Villages Cuvee Trois Cepages
$19.99

$17.99*

10%

"The 2011 Cotes du Rhone-Villages Trois Cepages is equal parts of tank-aged Grenache, Syrah and Mourvedre. Always a winner, this
full-bodied, pure wine ratchets up the level of concentration. It offers notes of underbrush, lavender, black raspberries and kirsch in its deep,
medium to full-bodied, surprisingly dense personality." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

66167

2012 Domaine Saint Damien Cotes du Rhone Bouveau

$14.99

$13.99*

7%

"The most impressive of the three is the 2012 Cotes du Rhone La Bouveau. A blend of mostly Grenache, it possesses ample raspberry, wild
herbs, garrigue and crushed rock-like minerality in its medium-bodied, focused and impressively concentrated character. Possibly
outstanding, with loads of southern Rhone flair." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 89 to 91pts

60005

2011 Domaine Saint Damien Gigondas La Louisiane

$28.99

$26.99*

7%

"Bright purple. Seductive aromas of dark berry preserves, potpourri and smoky minerals. Sweet, expansive black raspberry and cassis
flavors are complemented by floral pastille and fruitcake qualities, with gentle acidity providing lift. Shows both power and finesse, closing
sweet and smoky, with a touch of warmth." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

65107

2011 Domaine Grand Bois Rasteau Cuvee Marc

$19.99

$17.99*

10%

"While this estate produces a number of knockout releases, I was only able to taste their Rasteau for this report. A blend of 50% Grenache,
25% Mourvedre and 25% Syrah that was aged all in demi-muid, the excellent 2011 Rasteau Cuvee Marc offers up a smoking bouquet of
graphite, black cherry, currants, dried earth and licorice to go with medium to full-bodied richness and depth on the palate. Beautiful in the
vintage, with loads of fruit and sweet tannin (which is not a given in Rasteau in 2011), this beauty is a knockout value." - Reviewed by: The
Wine Advocate - 91pts

66164

2011 Domaine les Aphillanthes Cotes du Rhone Vieilles Vignes

$23.99

$21.99*

8%

"A blend of 80% Grenache and 20% Mourvedre that spent 18 months in equal parts concrete and demi-muids, the 2011 Cotes du Rhone
Villages Vieilles Vignes offers up a sweet raspberry and strawberry-scented bouquet that turns more spice, garrigue and floral with air. Soft,
seductive and beautifully textured, it’s a gorgeous 2011 that’s hard to resist now." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

66168

2011 Domaine Saint Damien Gigondas Vieilles Vignes

$29.99

$25.99*

13%

"Dark ruby. Ripe cherry and dark berries on the nose, with notes of licorice and black pepper gaining strength with air. Big and
broad-shouldered for the vintage, offering weighty dark fruit flavors bolstered by acidity. Shows a plummy quality on the lengthy, gently tannic
finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

72789

2012 Chapoutier Banyuls

$19.99

N/A

N/A

"In addition to the dry reds, Chapoutier also produces a rock solid Banyuls. The 2012 is no exception and offers loads of mulled red and black
fruits, sweet licorice and spice in its voluptuous, sweet and rounded profile. It can be enjoyed anytime over the coming decade or more." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

32568

2010 Castello di Volpaia Chianti Classico Riserva

$25.99

N/A

N/A

"The estate’s 2005 Chianti Classico Riserva is a very appealing, mid-weight effort. Floral aromatics lead to a core of vibrant red fruits
supported by firm, but well integrated, tannins. Today it remains quite primary, yet I am not convinced the wine has the requisite complexity to
develop markedly in bottle." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

69559

2011 La Bastide Blanche Bandol

$22.99

N/A

"The 2011 Bandol offers up a similar, traditionally styled personality with ample spice, underbrush, ground herbs and assorted Mourvedre
meatiness that’s balanced by beautiful black cherry and darker fruits. Medium to full-bodied, with juicy acidity and a fresh, focused feel, it
will benefit from short term cellaring and have upwards of two decades of overall longevity." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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66165

2011 Domaine Aphillanthes Rasteau 1921 Cotes du Rhone Villages

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$26.99

$23.99*

11%

"The spectacular 2011 Rasteau 1921 is comprised of 90% Grenache, 7% Mourvedre and 3% Carignan, with the Grenache coming from
vines planted in 1921. Offering up a stunning bouquet of black raspberry, licorice, spring flowers, underbrush and lavender, this medium to
full-bodied, elegant, yet substantial 2011 has gorgeous overall balance, solid mid-palate depth and sweet tannin that comes through on the
finish. Count me a fan." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

54565

2009 Maysara Pinot Noir Jamsheed McMinnville

$23.99

N/A

N/A

"Fresh boysenberry and purple plum are garlanded with bitter-sweet flowers; tinged with brown spices; underlain with clean red meatiness;
and suffused with saliva-liberating salinity in a Pinot of refined tannins and outstanding persistence." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 91pts

70885

2008 Castello di Volpaia Indue Sangiovese Cabernet Sauvignon

$22.99

N/A

N/A

"Pure black currant fruit, accented by violet, tea and tobacco notes, highlights this precise, focused red. Supple and approachable now, with
firm tannins for aging." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

66163

2011 Domaine les Aphillanthes Cotes du Rhone Cuvee le Cros

$21.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Cotes du Rhone-Villages Les Cros is 100% Syrah aged in small oak. Its dense purple color is followed by notes of cassis,
blackberries, vanillin and spice box." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 89 to 91pts

59916

2011 Domaine Saint Damien Gigondas Les Souteyrades

$29.99

$27.99*

7%

"The 2011 Gigondas Les Souteyrades (mostly Grenache with a touch of Mourvedre) is, as usual, one of the finest wines of the appellation. It
comes from a biodynamically farmed vineyard composed of gray clay soil and is aged in concrete. This delicious, deep ruby/purple-hued
Gigondas offers lots of Asian plum sauce intermixed with blackberry, cassis, kirsch, crushed rock and licorice notes." - Reviewed by: The
Wine Advocate - 94pts

74558

2013 Zorzal Terroir Unico Malbec

$14.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2013 Terroir Unico Malbec is unoaked and sourced from a special vineyard close to the winery, planted in poor soil. The code name
they use internally to identify the wine is “chalk.” It does have a strong sense of minerality and the pure character of the Malbec, with
fresh floral notes (violets), pungent aromatic herbs (lavender), and a spicy twist. The palate is very fluid, with tension. This is pure Malbec
juice such that I had not experienced before. Unbelivable quality for the price!" - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

56785

2009 Vietti Barolo Castiglione

$48.99

$42.99*

12%

"The 2009 Barolo Castiglione delivers a radiant but subdued quality with polished notes of dry mineral, black fruit, tar, licorice, leather and
many more levels of complexity. This entry-level Barolo demonstrates that great results are achieved in 2009." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 94pts

70888

2011 Domaine Les Aphillanthes Cotes du Rhone Villages les Galets Plan de
$16.99
Dieu

$14.99*

12%

"Fresh and enticing, with mouthwatering, finely beaded acidity along the edges of the blackberry-, raspberry- and fig-flavored core. Floral,
spice and apple wood notes keep this humming through the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

66713

2011 Zind Humbrecht Gewurztraminer Heimbourg

$46.99

N/A

N/A

"Light, with a fine, silky texture, packed with layers of ripe apricot, blood orange, candied pink grapefruit zest, pickled ginger and ground
anise. Vibrant acidity imparts focus through the lasting, mineral-driven finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

74367

2012 Domaine Leflaive Puligny Montrachet Clavoillon

$150.00

N/A

N/A

"Peach and a grilled note on the nose and palate; still a bit lactic. Fatter and sweeter than the village wine but suaver too. Finishes broad,
quite dry and long. This struck me as like a baby Batard." - Stephen Tanzer - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 90 to 92pts

71625

2011 Domaine Senat Minervois La Nine

$20.99

N/A

"Tasted out of bottle, the 2011 Minervois La Nine is a beautiful, elegant effort that offers up sappy back cherry and blackberry-styled fruits,
resinous herbs, garrigue and saddle leather to go with a medium-bodied, pure and beautiful finesse-styled mouthfeel. It’s not a
blockbuster, but excels on its complexity and overall seamless profile." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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70872

2007 Domaine Huet Vouvray Demi Sec Le Mont

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$35.99

N/A

N/A

"Pale gold. Lush tangerine, pear and floral scents are complemented by dusty minerals, a hint of honey and green tea. Pliant, expansive
citrus and candied flower flavors offer an alluring blend of richness and vivacity, with a sneaky honeycomb quality gaining strength in the
glass. Fairly open-knit but focused as well." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 91pts

59225

2011 Louis-Benjamin Dagueneau Blanc Fume de Pouilly Silex

$115.00

N/A

N/A

"A delightfully, pungently intense bouquet of hedge flowers and resinous herbs rises from the glass of Dagueneau 2011 Blanc Fume de
Pouilly Silex, anticipating the bittersweet presence of herbal essences and inner-mouth floral perfume that are allied to nut and citrus oils on a
dense, subtly oleaginous palate. This finishes with an authoritative sense of grip." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92 to 93pts

66712

2011 Zind Humbrecht Pinot Gris Thann

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"A base note of smoky minerality and vibrant acidity balances this rich, silky white, offering finely layered fruit flavors of dried papaya, candied
orange peel and glazed apricot. Zesty ground ginger, white pepper and anise elements sing out on the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator
- 92pts

71697

2012 Zorzal Eggo Tinto

$49.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 Eggo Tinto is produced with 90% Malbec with some Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon thrown into the mix. As with all the
Zorzal reds, it fermented and aged in egg-shaped cement vats for one year and half of the wine was in contact with the skins for eight
months. It is a ripe and concentrated version of the Terroir Unico, with a strong note of violets and a hint of damsons. The palate has power
and restraint, depth and freshness, and a silky texture with sweet tannins and a chalky sensation that is probably amplified by the cement.
This is a unique, groundbreaking Malbec blend. At this quality level the price is also superb. Bravo!" - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 94pts

66711

2011 Zind Humbrecht Riesling Clos Hauserer

$49.99

N/A

N/A

"A well-cut white, with racy acidity adding backbone to the subtle flavors of McIntosh apple, lemon meringue, crunchy white peach, fleur de
sel and aromatic dried herb. Mineral-driven finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

59522

2011 Domaine Leflaive Puligny Montrachet

$110.00

N/A

N/A

"There is really lovely purity of expression to the energetic and beautifully well-detailed medium weight flavors that are notably tighter and
better focused before terminating in a lightly mineral-inflected, dry and persistent finish." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 88 to 91pts

74365

2012 Domaine Leflaive Puligny Montrachet

$110.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 Puligny-Montrachet Village has a very subtle, intellectual bouquet with scents of ripe green apple intermingling with passion fruit
and wet limestone. It is well-defined but reticent at the moment. The palate has a squeeze of lemon zest on the entry; allied with crisp acidity
and a gentle build in the mouth towards a spicy finish and a bitter lemon aftertaste." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 92pts

59523

2011 Domaine Leflaive Puligny Montrachet Clavoillon

$135.00

N/A

N/A

"Pale, green-tinged yellow. Reticent but pure aromas of lemon peel, mirabelle, orange flower and stone. Supple, lush and pure, with a fine
grain to the flavors of white peach and spices. Finishes dry and long, with enough acidity to maintain its shape." - Reviewed by: International
Wine Cellar - 92pts

66710

2011 Zind Humbrecht Muscat Goldert Grand Cru

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"Dry and sleek, with vibrant, lip-smacking acidity, this presents a note of zesty minerality underscoring the tightly meshed flavors of tangerine,
papaya, pickled ginger and lemongrass. The persistent finish echoes the fruit character." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

73008

2011 Tablas Creek Esprit de Beaucastel

$49.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright ruby. An assertively perfumed bouquet evokes black raspberry, blood orange and peppery spices, with suave floral pastille nuances.
Spicy and precise on the palate, offering lively dark fruit and floral pastille flavors underscored by hints of white pepper and allspice. Finishes
long and gently tannic, with powerful notes of spicecake and dark fruit preserves." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

59918

2011 Jean Louis Tribouley Les Bacs Vieilles Vignes

$17.99

N/A

"Along the same lines, yet with more dark fruit, toasted nut, leather, brine and violets, the 2011 Les Bacs Vieilles Vignes is a gorgeous effort
that shows both fabulous aromatic complexity and full-bodied richness and depth on the palate. Layered, rich and with serious minerality that
comes out with time in the glass (I followed all of these releases for two days), this is a must taste for any Roussillon lover and it’s a killer
value. While it has the fruit and texture to shine today, there’s ample underlying structure to keep it evolving nicely for 12-15 years." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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66026

2012 Domaine Huet Vouvray Sec Le Haut Lieu

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$26.99

N/A

N/A

"This white offers notes of powdered ginger, honeysuckle and white peach, with a flicker of cardamom through the minerally finish. This is
very pure and nicely delineated." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

59526

2011 Domaine Leflaive Puligny Montrachet Les Pucelles

$265.00

N/A

N/A

"A broad-ranging nose is comprised of honeysuckle, anise, clove, lemongrass, brioche and pear. There is an appealing sense of volume to
the beautifully delineated, serious, textured and energetic flavors that are both classy and stylish, all wrapped in a hugely long yet impeccably
balanced finish where a touch of wood influence surfaces." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 91 to 94pts

71985

2008 Caiarossa Pergolaia Toscana

$26.99

N/A

N/A

"Very alluring for its balsamic, wild herb, sour cherry and raspberry flavors, this is well-proportioned, offering a muscular structure to provide
support. Shows fine length, with a wild berry aftertaste." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

74368

2012 Domaine Leflaive Puligny Montrachet Les Combettes

$225.00

N/A

N/A

"This is also notably ripe yet quite fresh with its elegant nose that reflects aromas of white peach, apricot, mango and pear. This is both
bigger and richer than the Folatières if less obviously mineral-inflected and I very much like the mouth feel of the refined middle weight plus
flavors that exude a citrusy character on the dry, balanced and built-to-age finish. This classy effort is a combination of power and finesse
and will require all of a decade and perhaps a few years more to realize all of its considerable potential." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 91 to
93pts

74370

2012 Domaine Leflaive Batard Montrachet

$495.00

N/A

N/A

"Bright medium yellow. Sexy aromas of peach, nectarine and brown spices, plus hints of wild cherry and fraise des bois. Quite full, rich and
powerful, with a distinctly tactile quality to the saline iodine and mineral flavors. This ripe, brooding wine finishes with inexorable persistence."
- Stephen Tanzer - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 93 to 95pts

57931

2012 Zind Humbrecht Gewurztraminer Lot 170

$22.99

N/A

N/A

"Dry and focused, this mineral-driven version offers lots of ground white pepper and ginger notes, with an open-knit mesh of crunchy apricot,
lychee, grapefruit zest and melon rind." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

57298

2011 Chapoutier Chante Alouette Hermitage Blanc

$99.99

N/A

N/A

"Possibly the finest cuvee of this wine I have ever tasted, the stunning, rich 2011 Ermitage Chante Alouette comes from three separate
parcels on Hermitage Hill (Meal, Les Murets and Chante Alouette) and reveals plenty of white currant, buttered citrus, tangerine oil and
honeysuckle along with hints of such exotic fruits as mango. It is a full-bodied, Montrachet-styled, dry white." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 95pts

59524

2011 Domaine Leflaive Puligny Montrachet Les Folatieres

$195.00

N/A

N/A

"This is also notably ripe and fresh with its aromas of acacia blossom, lemon zest and mineral reduction. There is both good energy and
volume to the stony medium-bodied flavors that are relatively generous yet retain a good sense of detail on the naturally sweet, intense and
lingering finish." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 90 to 92pts

30594

2003 Badia a Coltibuono Vin Santo Occhio di Pernice

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2003 Vin Santo del Chianti Classico Occhio di Pernice possesses rich, baritone layers of plums, dried prunes, tobacco leaves, worn-in
leather, licorice and cloves. There is a deep, inner sweetness that recalls port, along with a beautifully nuanced centeredness that shimmers
across the palate. Despite the warm growing season, this is anything but a precocious wine, if anything, it needs at least a few more years in
the bottle!" - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

45778

2010 Domaine de Cristia Chateauneuf du Pape

$99.99

N/A

N/A

"A very juicy, unctuous, fruit-driven style, with flattering plum, warm linzer torte and boysenberry fruit melded together and backed by lively
anise and sweet spice notes. There's a good sappy feel through the finish. For fans of the not-shy style." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: Wine
Spectator - 93pts

59525

2011 Domaine Leflaive Puligny Montrachet Les Combettes

$210.00

N/A

"This is the ripest wine to this point with a mildly exotic nose of fresh apricot and mango nuances along with pear, peach and floral scents.
There is very fine concentration to the textured and mouth coating middle weight plus flavors that display a subtle minerality on the powerful
and solidly long finish. I very much like the silky mouth feel which confers a sense of finesse." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 91 to 93pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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49252

2004 Badia a Coltibuono Vin Santo Occhio di Pernice

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2004 Vin Santo del Chianti Classico Occhio di Pernice emerges from the glass with an intriguing array of smoke, licorice, honey,
scorched earth and tar, all of which add considerable complexity to the fruit. This is an exotic, full-throttle style of Vin Santo, but there is more
than enough freshness to balance some of the wine’s more opulent leanings. From time to time the volatile acidity (always present in
sweet wines) sticks out a bit, which is the only thing that keeps the score from going higher." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

57533

2009 Bonneau du Martray Corton Charlemagne

$140.00

N/A

N/A

"A fresh, ripe, elegant and quite floral nose evidences hints of green apple, pear and mildly exotic yellow fruit aromas that are trimmed in
discreet wood toast. The rich, full-bodied and mouth coating broad-shouldered flavors possess excellent concentration and power and finally
culminate in an explosive and fantastically long if somewhat chewy finish. Impressive and the supporting acidity is perfectly well integrated." Reviewed by: Burghound - 93pts

59224

2011 Louis-Benjamin Dagueneau Blanc Fume de Pouilly

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"Dagueneau’s 2011 Blanc Fume de Pouilly offers a radish-like aromatic prickle and palate bite along with piquancy of citrus pip, all of
which put it in good stead to deliver a sense of vivacity and invigoration that are not easy to come by in this vintage. Mint and sage accent
fresh orange and grapefruit on the nose and on a lush, amble, yet buoyant, lively, and refreshingly persistent as well as insistent finish." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90 to 91pts

66618

2011 Girolamo Russo a Rina Etna Rosso

$17.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Etna Rosso A Rina is a heavily volcanic wine with a sharp vein of flint, ash and brimstone that cuts straight through. It’s almost
saline in character. Pretty fruit tones round off the finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

57489

2009 Bonneau du Martray Corton Charlemagne

$79.99

N/A

N/A

"A fresh, ripe, elegant and quite floral nose evidences hints of green apple, pear and mildly exotic yellow fruit aromas that are trimmed in
discreet wood toast. The rich, full-bodied and mouth coating broad-shouldered flavors possess excellent concentration and power and finally
culminate in an explosive and fantastically long if somewhat chewy finish. Impressive and the supporting acidity is perfectly well integrated." Reviewed by: Burghound - 93pts

69182

2013 Chateau Pontet Canet Pauillac (Futures)

$94.50

N/A

N/A

"A lovely, aromatic expression of fresh plum, just-warmed cherry confiture and violet, giving way to a very supple, gentle feel as the silky
tannins let the red and blue fruits glide through. Quite pretty and stylish, and a 180-degree turn from the 2011 in style. Very light, pure and
balanced. A true display of the vintage. Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot , Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot.—Tasted non-blind." Reviewed by:
James Molesworth, Wine Spectator - 89 to 92pts "Barrel Sample. This wine is very true to the vintage. It has an attractive fragrance and great
fruit purity, along with touches of wood and black currant. It is a fine wine, while showing the lightness of the year." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Enthusiast - 93 to 95pts

55346

2012 Chateau Pontet Canet Pauillac (Futures)

$92.50

N/A

N/A

"A softer, less powerful and less prodigiously endowed Pontet Canet, the 2012 exhibits notes of creme de cassis and new barrique vanillin
followed by a medium-bodied, elegant wine with sweeter tannin (and less of it) than is found in the great vintages that immediately precede it.
The 2012 is certainly outstanding and, in fact, many readers may prefer it to the blockbuster, out-of-this-world, over-sized 2010, 2009 and
2008. Medium-bodied, pure and expressive, this classic Pauillac should only require 5-6 years of cellaring. It should drink well for two
decades thereafter." -Robert Parker - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 91 to 94pts

59527

2011 Domaine Leflaive Batard Montrachet

$475.00

N/A

"This is expressive and aromatically complex with a very fresh and layered nose of white flowers, citrus and perfectly ripe yellow orchard fruit
aromas. There is a silky texture that adds interest to the tautly muscled and powerful big-bodied flavors that explode on the palate staining
and notably dry finish." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 92 to 94pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

